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ABSTRACT: This chapter reviews multiple-fiber reconstruction algorithms for
diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and provides some initial com-
parative results for two such algorithms, q-ball imaging and PASMRI, on data
from a typical clinical diffusion MRI acquisition. The chapter highlights the
problems with standard approaches, such as diffusion-tensor MRI, to motivate
a recent set of alternative approaches. The review concentrates on the software
implementation of the new techniques. Results of the preliminary comparison
show that PASMRI recovers the principal directions of simple test functions
more consistently than q-ball imaging and produces qualitatively better results
on the test data set. Further simulations suggest that a moderate increase in
data quality allows q-ball, which is much faster to run, to recover directions
with consistency comparable to that of PASMRI on the test data.
KEYWORDS: diffusion MRI; fiber; reconstruction algorithm; white matter;
imaging; q-ball; PASMRI
INTRODUCTION
Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides a unique probe into the
microstructure of materials. The method observes the displacements of particles that
are subject to Brownian motion within a sample material. Specifically, the technique
measures the probability density function p of particle displacements x over a fixed
time t. The microstructure of the material determines the mobility of the particles
within and thus determines p. Conversely, features of p provide information about
the material microstructure.
In biomedical diffusion MRI, the particles of interest are usually water molecules.
Water is a major constituent of biological tissue. Water molecules within tissue
undergo random motion due to thermal fluctuations. Currently, brain imaging is the
most common application of biomedical diffusion MRI. The brain has a complex
architecture of gray matter areas connected by white matter fibers. In white matter,
particles move further on average along fibers than across them since only mobility
along the fiber is unhindered by cell walls. Thus, p tends to have ridges in the fiber
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directions or, equivalently, the contours of p have peaks in the fiber directions. Since
diffusion MRI measures p, it can provide estimates of microstructural fiber orienta-
tions. By following fiber orientation estimates from point to point through an image
volume, the technique allows noninvasive mapping of the connectivity of the brain.
The basic measurement A* in diffusion MRI provides an approximation to the
Fourier transform of p at wavenumber q:
where A is the normalized measurement (see refs. 1 and 2 for derivations). The scanner
operator controls q by setting the strength, orientation, and duration of magnetic-
gradient pulses in the measurement sequence.
One of the main goals of modern diffusion MRI is to determine, from a set of
measurements A*(q1), …, A*(qN) in each voxel of an image volume, the dominant
fiber orientation(s) in each voxel. Diffusion-tensor MRI3 was the first method to
allow mapping of fiber orientations over an image volume and remains the most
common. However, a drawback of diffusion-tensor MRI is that it can only reveal a
single fiber orientation in each voxel and fails in voxels containing complex tissue
architecture with more than one significant fiber orientation. The diffusion spectrum
imaging (DSI) method of Wedeen, Tuch, and coworkers4,5 can resolve the orienta-
tions of crossing fibers. However, DSI requires many more measurements than
diffusion-tensor MRI. The long acquisition times required for DSI have prohibited
its widespread use.
Recently, a new generation of diffusion MRI technique has emerged. These tech-
niques retain the desirable qualities of both diffusion-tensor MRI and DSI and aim
to reveal complex tissue architectures with acquisition requirements similar to
diffusion-tensor MRI. The insights that give rise to these new techniques lie mostly
in the development of new algorithms to reconstruct p (or features thereof) rather
than improved measurement techniques. This chapter reviews the algorithms that
underlie these new techniques. Since the theory behind the algorithms is well docu-
mented in the literature, we concentrate here on the software implementation of the
algorithms, which has received less attention. The review highlights the strong com-
putational similarities between the techniques. The aim is to provide a new perspec-
tive on the methods to promote further refinement and the development of still better
techniques and algorithms in the future.
The next section reviews traditional reconstruction algorithms in diffusion MRI,
specifically diffusion-tensor MRI and DSI. The third section reviews the new
generation of reconstruction algorithms. The fourth section describes a preliminary
performance comparison of two of the more established new techniques: q-ball
imaging6 and PASMRI.7 The experiments do not provide a comprehensive
performance analysis of the two techniques, but simply test and compare them on
data from a standard acquisition scheme for diffusion-tensor MRI. The results
provide a useful insight into the benefits and weaknesses of the new algorithms. The
chapter closes in the fifth section with some discussion of the state of the art and
areas for future work.
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TRADITIONAL RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS
This section briefly reviews the established acquisition and reconstruction
techniques in modern diffusion MRI.
Diffusion-Tensor MRI
Diffusion-tensor MRI3 assumes that particles move according to a simple
anisotropic diffusion process and computes the apparent diffusion tensor on the
assumption that p is a zero-mean trivariate Gaussian distribution:
where
D is the diffusion tensor, and t is the diffusion time. Substitution of equation 2 into
equation 1 gives
If we take the logarithm of equation 4, we see that each A(q) provides a linear con-
straint on the elements of D. The Gaussian model has six free parameters, which are
the elements of the symmetric three-by-three matrix D. To fit the six free parameters,
we need a minimum of six A(q) with independent q, although many more are often
acquired. Note that six A(q) requires a minimum of seven A*(q), including one for
normalization. The standard approach is to use the linear least-squares fit of D to the
log measurements. However, fitting directly using equation 4 (as in ref. 8) can
improve results since the error distribution is closer to normal on A(q) than on
log[A(q)] and allows constraints on the diffusion tensor (see ref. 2).
Diffusion-tensor MRI provides two key insights into the material microstructure
that simple diffusion-weighted MRI does not. First, it provides rotationally invariant
statistics of the anisotropy of p, such as the fractional anisotropy,9 which reflect the
anisotropy of the microstructure. Second, the principal eigenvector of D provides an
estimate of the dominant orientation of microstructural fibers.
Most diffusion-tensor MRI measurement schemes acquire more than the minimum
seven measurements to reduce the effects of noise. The standard approach10 is to
acquire M measurements with q = 0 and N measurements with nonzero wavenumbers
qi, i = 1, …, N. The ⏐qi⏐ are all equal, and the diffusion time t, and hence the
“diffusion-weighting factor” b = t⏐q⏐2, is fixed for all the A(qi). The gradient
directions  are unique and distributed uniformly over the sphere. We refer to this
kind of measurement scheme as a “spherical acquisition scheme” since the qi all lie
on a sphere in q-space.
The major drawback of diffusion-tensor MRI is that the Gaussian model is often
a poor fit to the data. The Gaussian function has ellipsoidal contours, which can have
only a single peak. Thus, diffusion-tensor MRI provides only one fiber orientation
estimate in each voxel. In regions where fibers cross within a voxel, the contours of
p(x) = G(x; D, t), (2)
G(x; D, t) = [(4πt)3det(D)]−1/2 , (3)
A(q) = exp(−tqTDq). (4)
xTD 1– x
4t
------------------–⎝ ⎠⎛ ⎞exp
qˆ i
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p have multiple peaks, which the Gaussian model cannot capture. When the Gaussian
model is poor, the two major selling points of diffusion-tensor MRI fail. First, indices
of anisotropy derived from the diffusion tensor underestimate the true directional
variability of p. Second, fiber orientation estimates are incorrect. Reference 2
discusses these issues in detail.
Diffusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI)
DSI4 reconstructs a discrete representation of p directly from measurements on a
regular grid of wavenumbers via a fast Fourier transform. The reconstruction gives
values of p on a grid of displacements.
From the discrete representation of p, we can compute the orientation distribution
function (ODF):
where  is a unit vector in the direction of x. The ODF is the radial projection of p
onto the unit sphere. The ODF has peaks in the directions in which p has most mass,
which DSI assumes are the fiber directions. In DSI, φ is computed numerically by
interpolating the grid representation of p. The function φ can have multiple pairs of
equal and opposite peaks. Each pair provides a separate fiber orientation estimate,
which enables DSI to resolve the orientations of crossing fibers.
Qualitative results from DSI (e.g., in refs. 4 and 5) show ODF peaks in the
expected fiber directions at known fiber crossings in human and animal brain data.
However, the results also show ODFs with multiple peaks in gray matter regions and
it is unclear whether these peaks show genuine anatomic structure or simply arise
from measurement noise. DSI has the clear advantage over diffusion-tensor MRI since
it can resolve multiple fiber orientations. Despite this advantage, though, DSI is not
used as widely as diffusion-tensor MRI. The main drawback of the technique is that
acquisition times are long since it requires an order of magnitude more measurements
than diffusion-tensor MRI to get sufficient detail in the reconstructed p.
NEW RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS
This section reviews the new generation of multiple-fiber reconstruction algo-
rithms. Since DSI can resolve crossing fibers within a voxel, the reconstruction
algorithm in the technique (FFT followed by projection onto the sphere) qualifies as
a “multiple-fiber reconstruction algorithm”. However, the technique relies on the
grid arrangement of the sampled wavenumbers. This measurement scheme is uneco-
nomical if all we require is the angular structure of p, which is the part that reveals
fiber orientations, since much of the information in the measurements contributes to
only the radial structure of p. The techniques that this section includes can, in theory,
use sets of measurements acquired at any set of wavenumbers. In practice, however,
the arrangement of the qi affects the quality of the output. The standard approach for
all the methods is to use the spherical sampling scheme common in diffusion-tensor
MRI, although other arrangements may improve results.
φ( ) = , (5)xˆ p αxˆ( ) αd
0
∞
∫
xˆ
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Compartment and Fiber Models
A simple generalization of diffusion-tensor MRI replaces the Gaussian model for
p with a mixture of Gaussian densities:
where each ai ∈ [0, 1] and Σiai = 1. Particle displacements in media containing n
distinct compartments, between which no exchange of particles occurs, follow the
distribution in equation 6 if the displacement density in the i-th compartment, which
has volume fraction ai, is G(x; Di, t).
We take the Fourier transform of equation 6 and substitute into equation 1 to
relate the measurement values to the model parameters (Di and ai, i = 1, …, n):
.
The constraint on the model parameters from each measurement is nonlinear, so we
must fit the model to the data by nonlinear optimization. The principal eigenvector
of each Di provides a separate fiber orientation estimate. The multicompartment
model assumes that the number, n, of distinct fiber populations is known. Practical
considerations, such as the number of measurements and the measurement noise
level, limit the number of orientations that the method can resolve reliably. Most
work to date uses a maximum n of 2.
Two problems accompany the use of multicompartment models. First, the choice
of n presents a model-selection problem: in voxels with only one fiber orientation,
we lose accuracy by fitting a model with n ≥ 2. For best results, we need to use the
correct n in each voxel. Second, the nonlinear fitting procedure is unstable and
starting-point-dependent because of local minima in the objective function. Parker
and Alexander11 and Blyth et al.12 use the spherical-harmonic voxel-classification
algorithm proposed in reference 13 to solve the model-selection problem. This method
does not extend naturally above n = 2, though.2 Tuch et al.14 threshold the correla-
tion of the measurements with their predictions from the n = 1 model in each voxel
separately to decide whether to use n = 1 or n = 2. Constraints on the diffusion
tensors in the multicompartment model can help stabilize the fitting procedure. For
example, we can enforce positive definiteness, using the Cholesky decomposition,15
or cylindrical symmetry (see ref. 2), or specific eigenvalues (as in ref. 14), on the
component diffusion tensors. Spatial regularization techniques also help overcome
the fitting problem by ensuring voxel-to-voxel coherence (see refs. 15 and 16).
A similar model-based approach17 assumes that particles belong to one of two
populations: a restricted population within or around microstructural fibers and a
free population unaffected by microstructural barriers. With negligible exchange
between the populations, p = apf + (1 − a)pr, where pf is the displacement density
for the free population, pr is that for the restricted population, and a is the fraction
of particles in the free population. Behrens et al.17 use an isotropic Gaussian model
, (6)p x( ) aiG x Di t,;( )
i 1=
n
∑=
A q( ) ai tqTDiq–( )exp
i 1=
n
∑=
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for pf . They use a Gaussian model for pf in which the diffusion tensor has only one
nonzero eigenvalue so that particle displacements are restricted to a line. Assaf et al.18
describe a similar approach. They model pr with Neuman’s model for restricted
diffusion in a cylinder.19 The fitted pr provides the fiber orientation estimate. For pf,
which they call the “hindered compartment”, they use an anisotropic Gaussian
model. The approaches in references 17 and 18 extend naturally to the multiple-fiber
case by including multiple restricted populations in the model. Both methods have
the same model-selection and fitting problems as the mixture-of-Gaussian models
discussed above.
Deconvolution Methods
Deconvolution methods17,20,21 generalize the methods in the previous section by
assuming a distribution, rather than a discrete number, of fiber orientations. The
methods assume that the diffusion MRI signal is the convolution of the fiber
orientation distribution (FOD) f , which (like the ODF) is a real-valued function of
the unit sphere, with the signal Af(⋅ ; ) from a single fiber with orientation :
Note that equation 7 assumes that Af(⋅ ; ) has rotational symmetry about . The
methods aim to deconvolve the signal, using a model for Af(⋅ ; ), to obtain f . Like
the ODF, φ, f can have multiple pairs of equal and opposite peaks and each pair
provides a separate fiber orientation estimate. The methods do not require that the
number of peaks or fibers is known and thus do not have the model-selection
problem associated with compartment and fiber-model methods.
To implement the method, we can represent f using a linear basis:
f ( ) = .
We substitute for f in equation 7 and reverse the order of the integral and sum to obtain
For a set of measurements with wavenumbers qi, i = 1, …, N, we can summarize
the set of equations from equation 8 as A = XB, where A = [A(q1), …, A(qN)]T is
the vector of normalized measurements, B = (β1, …, βK)T is the vector of basis-
function weights, and X is the matrix with ik-th entry
Xik = Af(qi; )θk( )d .
We solve the matrix equation to obtain the set of basis-function weights that
define f via a linear transformation of the measurements: B = XA, where X =
(XTX)−1XT is the pseudoinverse of X. Since the set of q i is identical in each voxel
of a typical image volume, we need to compute X only once. The computational
A(q) = Af(q; ) f ( )d . (7)
A(q) = . (8)
xˆ xˆ
xˆ xˆ xˆ
xˆ xˆ
xˆ
xˆ βkθk xˆ( )
k 1=
K
∑
βk Af q xˆ;( )θk xˆ( ) xˆd∫( )
k 1=
K
∑
xˆ xˆ xˆ
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burden of the method is therefore light (a single matrix multiplication in each voxel)
and comparable to that of diffusion-tensor MRI.
References 20 and 21 use the spherical harmonics as the basis for f . References
17 and 20 use Gaussian fiber models to obtain Af . Tournier et al.21 derive Af directly
from the data by taking an average signal from the most anisotropic voxels; they
represent Af using the spherical-harmonic basis.
q-Ball Imaging
Tuch’s q-ball imaging method5,6 (henceforth referred to as just “q-ball”) approxi-
mates the ODF by the Funk transform22 of the diffusion MRI signal at a fixed radius
in q-space. The Funk transform is a mapping between functions of the sphere. The
value of the Funk transform of a spherical function at a point  is the integral of the
function over the great circle C( ) perpendicular to . Thus, q-ball makes the
approximation
where Q = ⏐qi⏐ if all the ⏐qi⏐ are equal, or Q is the mean or some typical ⏐qi⏐ other-
wise. To implement the transform, we first interpolate the measurements using a linear
basis so that A(q) = ΣJj=1ξ jψ j(q). We estimate the weights ξ j , j = 1, …, J, of the
basis functions ψ j from the normalized measurements A(qi), i = 1, …, N . We can
write A = Y, where A is the vector of normalized measurements (as in the previous
subsection),  = (ξ1, …, ξJ)T, and Yij = ψ j(qi). Thus,  = YA.
Substituting the linear basis representation of A in equation 9 and reversing the
order of the sum and integral, we see that
φ( ) = .
We evaluate φ at each of a set of unique l , l = 1, …, L, and, representing φ using
another linear basis so that
φ( ) = ,
write the resulting set of equations in matrix form:
where Θlk = θk( l), C = (β1, …, βK)T, and 
Ψkj = . 
We solve equation 10 for C = YA, which defines φ . The parameters of the ODF
are thus a linear transformation of the measurements and we need compute the
φ( ) = , (9)
C =  = YA, (10)
xˆ
xˆ xˆ
xˆ A Qqˆ( ) qˆd
C xˆ( )
∫
xˆ ξj ψj Qqˆ( ) qˆd
C xˆ( )
∫⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟
⎛ ⎞
j 1=
J
∑
xˆ
xˆ βkθk xˆ( )
k 1=
K
∑
xˆ
ψj Qqˆ( ) qˆd
C xˆ k( )
∫
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matrix Y only once. The computational burden of the method is therefore light
and similar to the deconvolution algorithm outlined in the previous section.
Tuch5,6 uses radial basis functions for the linear bases. Specifically,
where σ is a constant scaling parameter and the k , k = 1, …, K, are unit vectors
evenly distributed on the unit sphere. The ψi have similar form, but the scaling
parameter σ can have a different value to that used for the θk.
In reference 5, Tuch shows analytically that, in the absence of noise, the approxi-
mation to φ from the Funk transform becomes closer as Q increases. Qualitative results
in references 5 and 6 show good agreement between q-ball and DSI in a fiber-crossing
region in the human brain. However, these results come from high-quality test data
from a spherical acquisition scheme with N = 492 and with ⏐q⏐ = 3.6 × 105 m−1
(b = 4.0 × 109 s/m2) and ⏐q⏐ = 5.4 × 105 m−1 (b = 12.0 × 109 s/m2), requiring similar
acquisition time to DSI.
Other ODF Estimators
Lin et al.23 propose a similar algorithm to q-ball independently. They test their
algorithm on data acquired from a phantom containing water-filled capillaries in two
orientations, which simulates crossing white matter fibers. The algorithm recovers
the orientation of the capillaries consistently.
Ozarslan et al.24 fit higher-order tensor models to measurements from a spherical
acquisition scheme. They assume that A(q) decays exponentially with increasing
⏐q⏐ and fixed . This assumption allows them to estimate the measurements on a
regular grid of wavenumbers, which they use as input to the DSI reconstruction
process. The method recovers the principal directions of simple test functions.
Qualitative results on rat brain data, from a spherical acquisition scheme with N = 81
and b = 1.5 × 109 s/m2, are promising. With the exponential radial decay model,
however, we can evaluate the integrals required for φ more directly, which may
improve the results.
PASMRI
Jansons and Alexander’s PASMRI algorithm7 computes another feature of p
called the persistent angular structure (PAS). The PAS is the function  of the sphere
that, when embedded in three-dimensional space on a sphere of radius r, has a
Fourier transform that best fits the normalized measurements, A(qi). We make the
substitution p(x) = ( )r−2δ(⏐x⏐ − r) so that the Fourier integral in equation 1
reduces to an integral over the sphere, and seek  for which
Jansons and Alexander use a maximum-entropy parametrization of ,
θk( ) = exp[−(σ−1cos−1(⏐  ⋅ k⏐))2], (11)
A(qi) = r−2  ( ) cos(rqi ⋅ )d . (12)
, (13)
xˆ xˆ yˆ
yˆ
qˆ
p˜
p˜ xˆ
p˜
p˜ xˆ xˆ xˆ
p˜
p˜ xˆ( ) λ0 λj rqj xˆ⋅( )cos
j 1=
N
∑+⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎛ ⎞exp=
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and minimize
with respect to the N+1 parameters, λ j, j = 0, …, N, of  using a Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. They use numerical approximations of the integrals in
equation 14 and run the optimization from a single starting point, which does not
guarantee that the global minimum is found. The function  can have any number
of pairs of equal-and-opposite peaks and each pair provides a fiber orientation
estimate. The parameter r controls the smoothness of .
The nonlinear optimization and numerical integration make the PASMRI algo-
rithm much slower than deconvolution and q-ball as implemented above. Note,
however, that if we replace the maximum-entropy parametrization of  with a linear
basis, we can estimate  via a linear transformation of the data in a similar way to
f and φ. We substitute
( ) = r2 
into equation 12 and change the order of the sum and integral to give
A(q) = .
The set of measurements A is then a linear transform of the coefficients
B = (β1, …, βK)T of , which we can invert to obtain B = A, where
Θik = θk( ) cos(rqi ⋅ )d .
We need compute  only once so that the computational burden is similar to the
implementations of spherical deconvolution and q-ball given above. Conversely, we
could implement spherical deconvolution or q-ball using a nonlinear representation
for f or φ. Note the striking similarity between this linearized version of PASMRI and
the spherical deconvolution algorithm. If we set Af(q; ) = cos(rq; ), the two
algorithms are identical.
EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISONS
This section shows some comparative results for two of the methods discussed in
the previous section, PASMRI and q-ball. The results are not intended as a complete
performance evaluation of the two methods, but serve to highlight the benefits and
problems of these kinds of algorithms.
(14)A qi( ) p˜ xˆ( ) rqi xˆ⋅( )cos xˆd∫–( )2
i 1=
N
∑
p˜
p˜
p˜
p˜
p˜
p˜ xˆ βkθk xˆ( )
k 1=
K
∑
βk θ∫ k xˆ( ) rq xˆ⋅( )dxˆcos( )
k 1=
K
∑
p˜
xˆ xˆ xˆ
xˆ xˆ
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Brain Data
We begin by showing the output of the two algorithms on a standard clinical dif-
fusion MRI data set originally acquired for diffusion-tensor MRI using a spherical
acquisition scheme. The subject was a healthy adult male, who gave informed written
consent. The data set has 60 slices. Each slice contains 128 × 128 voxels reconstructed
from a 62 × 96 measurement array. For these data, M = 6, N = 54, and each measure-
ment comes from a pulsed-gradient spin-echo sequence with EPI readout, echo time
TE = 0.095 s, gradient-pulse duration δ = 0.034 s, separation ∆ = 0.040 s, and
strength ⏐g⏐ = 0.022 T/m, which gives ⏐qi⏐ = 2.0 × 105 m−1 and b = 1.15 × 109 s/m2.
This scheme is typical for whole-brain clinical diffusion-tensor MRI and requires
around 20 min of scan time on a 1.5-T GE Signa scanner. In white matter regions,
the signal to noise ratio at q = 0, which we shall call S, is around 16 on average.
After eddy-current-distortion correction using slice-by-slice 2D affine registration
to the first q = 0 measurement,25 we compute the PAS and ODF (using q-ball) in each
voxel. We use the simulations discussed in the next section to choose parameter
settings for both algorithms. We set r = 1.4 in the PAS computation. In the q-ball algo-
rithm, we set the scaling parameter, σ, in equation 11 to π/30 for the θk and to 7π/60
for the ψi ; we compute the great circle integrals by summing over 48 equally spaced
points around the circle and set the number, K, of θk to 755. FIGURES 1 and 2 show
the PAS and ODF in each voxel of a coronal slice through the data set. The peaks of
the ODF are less pronounced than those of the PAS. To emphasize the shape of the
ODF, FIGURE 2 in fact shows φ5. The region of interest in FIGURES 1 and 2 contains part
of the corpus callosum (top) and a fiber-crossing region in the pons (bottom). In the
FIGURE 1. The PAS (in red) in brain voxels of a coronal slice from the test data set
superimposed on the fractional anisotropy map.
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corpus callosum, we expect a single left-right fiber orientation. In the fiber-crossing
region, we expect two fiber orientations: one left-right and one superior-inferior.
Both the PAS and ODF clearly show the expected fiber orientation in the corpus
callosum. The PAS shows two pairs of peaks consistently in the crossing fibers in
the pons, but the crossing fiber orientations are less clear in the ODF plot. FIGURE 3
shows the peak directions extracted from both the PAS and the ODF in the region of
interest marked in FIGURES 1 and 2. While the PAS consistently has two pairs of
equal and opposite peaks with the expected directions in the fiber-crossing region,
the ODF shows crossing fibers in only about half of those voxels.
To determine the peak directions of the ODF or PAS, we sample the function at
each vertex of 1000 random rotations of a regular icosahedron. We find the list of
sampled points that are local maxima in the sense that the function is larger at that
point than any other sampled location within a search radius ρ, which we set to 0.4.
Finally, we refine the locations of the peaks from these local maxima using Powell’s
local optimization algorithm.26
Simulations
The results in the previous section show that the more computationally intensive
PASMRI algorithm has some advantage over the more efficient q-ball. The PAS
appears to resolve the crossing fiber orientations more consistently for these data. In
this section, we investigate this apparent advantage further using synthetic data.
We synthesize data by emulating the brain imaging scheme. Given a model for p,
we sample its Fourier transform F at q = 0 (M times) and each qi , i = 1, …, N. To
each sample, we add a random complex number with independent real and
FIGURE 2. The ODF (in red) approximated using q-ball in brain voxels of the coronal
slice in FIGURE 1 superimposed on the fractional anisotropy map.
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imaginary parts, each with distribution N (0, σ2), where σ = F (0)/S and S is the signal
to noise at q = 0, as defined in the previous subsection. The modulus of the noisy
sample is the synthetic measurement.
We use variations of five basic test functions:
p0(x) = G(x; D0, t)
p1(x) = G(x; D1, t)
p2(x) = G(x; D4, t)
p3(x) = aG(x; D1, t) + (1 − a)G(x; D2, t)
p4(x) = [G(x; D1, t) + G(x; D2, t) + G(x; D3, t)]/3
where a ∈ [0, 1] is the mixing parameter for p3, G(x; D, t) is defined in equation 3,
and the diffusion tensors are
D0 = diag(λ0, λ0, λ0)
D1 = diag(λ1, λ2, λ2)
D2 = diag(λ2, λ1, λ2)
D3 = diag(λ2, λ2, λ1)
D4 = diag[(λ1 + λ2)/2, (λ1 + λ2)/2, λ2].
FIGURE 3. The fiber orientation estimates extracted from (a) the PAS and (b) the ODF
in the region of interest highlighted in FIGURES 1 and 2.
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By default, a = 0.5, λ1 = 1.7 × 10−9 m2/s, and Tr(Di) = λ1 + 2λ2 = 3λ0 = 2.1 × 10−9
m2/s. Thus, p0 is isotropic, p1 is anisotropic with prolate ellipsoidal contours, p2 is
anisotropic with oblate ellipsoidal contours, the contours of p3 have two orthogonal
peaks, and those of p4 have three orthogonal peaks.
To measure the ability of a method to recover principal directions from the test
functions, we compute a performance index called the consistency fraction, C. We
use PASMRI and q-ball to estimate the principal directions of p from noisy synthetic
data. The result is consistent if the number of estimated directions equals the number
of principal directions (i.e., peaks of the contours) of p and the estimated directions
match the principal directions of p to within a small angular tolerance, which we set
to cos−1(0.95). The consistency fraction is the fraction of 256 independent trials in
which the result is consistent. Since the consistency fraction requires the test function
to have distinct principal directions, we consider C for only p1, p3, and p4.
Both PASMRI and q-ball contain parameters that we can tune to alter performance.
For a fair comparison, we must optimize these parameters to maximize the perfor-
mance of both algorithms. The PASMRI algorithm has the regularization parameter r
and the search radius in the peak-finding algorithm. The q-ball algorithm has two
radial basis function scaling parameters, σ in equation 11, one for the ψi and one for
the θk, as well as a search radius in the peak-finding algorithm. To optimize the
settings, we maximize the sum of the consistency fractions for p1, p3, and p4 with the
imaging parameters of the brain data over values of r and ρ that are multiples of 0.1
and values of σ that are multiples of π/180. This procedure gives rise to the settings
of r, σ, and ρ used to process the brain data in the previous section. We use the same
settings in all the experiments that follow in this section. In q-ball, the great circle
integral increases in accuracy as the number of summation points increases. We
choose 48 because increasing the number further does not affect the sum of the con-
sistency fractions in the parameter-setting optimization. We use K = 755 in the q-ball
algorithm throughout. In the experiments that follow, we use default settings N = 54,
M = 6, ⏐qi⏐ = 2.0 × 105 m−1, t = 0.04 s, S = 16, λ1 = 1.7 × 10−9 m2/s, and a = 0.5,
unless explicitly stated otherwise in the text.
FIGURE 4 shows how the consistency fractions of both q-ball and PASMRI for the
anisotropic test functions vary with S. The consistency fraction is generally higher
FIGURE 4. Plots of the consistency fraction, C, of (a) the PAS and (b) the ODF for
p1 (), p3 (×), and p4 () against the signal-to-noise ratio, S, of A*(0).
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for PASMRI than q-ball at fixed S. For PASMRI, the consistency fraction is close to
100% for all three functions with S ≥ 16, but for q-ball we need S ≥ 24 for close to
100% consistency. FIGURES 5 and 6 show examples of  and φ, respectively, recon-
structed from the synthetic data with various values of S. From FIGURES 5 and 6, we
can see that both the PAS and the ODF reflect the structure of the anisotropic test
functions p1, p3, and p4 at S = 16, which is approximately the signal level in the brain
data. However, the isotropic test functions p0 and p2 also produce PAS and ODF
functions with strong angular structure. In isolation, examples of the PAS or ODF from
p2 are almost indistinguishable from those from p3. Similarly, the PAS or ODF
functions from p4 look similar to those from p0.
FIGURE 7 plots the consistency fractions as we vary N. As we expect, C increases
with N. For PASMRI, C gets close to 100% at lower N than for q-ball. For p4, for
example, PASMRI requires N = 60 to achieve near 100% consistency; in contrast,
for q-ball, C < 100% even at N = 120. The PASMRI algorithm requires N ≈ 20 to
reconstruct the two directions in p3 consistently, while q-ball requires N = 40. Note
that the results in FIGURE 7 are less reliable at lower N, where C can have significant
dependence on the orientation of the test function.
FIGURE 8 shows the dependence of C on the anisotropy of the test functions. Spe-
cifically, we vary λ2 and adjust λ1 to keep Tr(Di), i = 0, …, 4, fixed; when λ2/Tr(D)
= 0, the diffusion tensor is perfectly anisotropic; when λ2/Tr(D) = 1/3, the diffusion
tensor is perfectly isotropic. For p3 and p4, PASMRI has higher consistency at each
anisotropy than q-ball; however, for p1, q-ball retains higher consistency than
PASMRI as the anisotropy decreases.
FIGURE 9 shows the consistency fractions as we vary b. For this experiment, we
idealize the pulse sequence used to acquire the brain data in the way that Alexander
and Barker describe,27 which increases S at b = 109 s/m2 to 20.3. We use the method
p˜
FIGURE 5. Sixteen independent examples of the PAS reconstructed from pi , i = 0, …, 4,
for each of various values of the signal-to-noise ratio, S, of A*(0).
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FIGURE 6. Sixteen independent examples of the ODF (in fact, φ5) reconstructed from
pi , i = 0, …, 4, for each of various values of the signal-to-noise ratio, S, of A*(0).
FIGURE 7. Plots of the consistency fraction, C, of (a) the PAS and (b) the ODF for
p1 (), p3 (×), and p4 () against the number of gradient directions, N.
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FIGURE 9. Plots of the consistency fraction, C, of (a) the PAS and (b) the ODF for
p1 (), p3 (×), and p4 () against the b value of the diffusion-weighted measurements in the
spherical acquisition scheme.
FIGURE 8. Plots of the consistency fraction, C, of (a) the PAS and (b) the ODF for
p1 (), p3 (×), and p4 () against the anisotropy of the test function characterized by the
ratio of the second eigenvalue, λ2, and the trace of the component diffusion tensors.
FIGURE 10. Plots of the consistency fraction, C, of (a) the PAS and (b) the ODF for
p3 as the mixing parameter, a, varies.
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in reference 27 to estimate S at each b, taking T2 effects into account. The plots show
that both algorithms give good consistency for p1 and p3 across a wide range of b.
For p4, the results suggest that C peaks at around b = 2.0 × 109 s/m2 for both algo-
rithms. Results in reference 27 suggest that the optimal b is likely to be similar for
p3 as for p4, but somewhat lower for p1.
FIGURE 10 shows how the consistency fraction for p3 depends on the mixing
parameter, a. The PASMRI algorithm has C > 90% for a ≥ 0.26, while q-ball requires
a ≥ 0.42 for C > 90%. FIGURE 11 shows examples of φ and  reconstructed from the
synthetic data with various values of a. FIGURE 12 shows how the consistency
fraction varies with the angle α of rotation of D2 about the z-axis with D1 held fixed.
For PASMRI, C > 90% with α ≤ 0.4. For q-ball, C falls below 90% with α > 0.1.
FIGURE 13 shows examples of φ and  reconstructed from the synthetic data with
various values of α.
p˜
p˜
FIGURE 11. Sixteen independent examples of the PAS (top) and ODF (bottom)
reconstructed from p3 for each of various values of a.
FIGURE 12. Plots of the consistency fraction, C, of (a) the PAS and (b) the ODF for
p3 as the angle, α, of rotation of D2 about the z-axis varies.
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DISCUSSION
This chapter has reviewed reconstruction algorithms in diffusion MRI and, in
particular, the new generation of multiple-fiber reconstruction algorithms. These
algorithms seek to recover the fiber architecture in each voxel of an image volume.
A recent set of algorithms, including deconvolution methods, q-ball, and PASMRI,
estimate features of the particle displacement density that are spherical functions
with peaks that provide fiber orientation estimates. The review concentrates on
implementation of the methods and highlights their similarity when using a linear
basis to represent the spherical functions. Previous results in the literature (e.g., refs. 5
and 21) show that these new multiple-fiber reconstruction algorithms can reveal
complex white matter architecture within single voxels. However, most of the testing
in the literature has used higher quality data than we can currently acquire routinely
over the whole brain on standard hardware. This chapter shows results comparing
two of the recent algorithms, PASMRI and q-ball, on data from a whole-brain diffu-
sion MRI acquisition sequence that is in routine clinical use. Both methods reveal
the expected fiber orientations in regions with a single dominant fiber orientation.
The PASMRI algorithm resolves the expected fiber orientations consistently in the
fiber crossing at the pons. The q-ball algorithm finds the two directions in about half
of the voxels in that region.
Simulations show that both PASMRI and q-ball pick out genuine angular structure
in test functions when the measurements have sufficient signal to noise. The simula-
tions also show that both methods generate spurious angular structure from noisy
data synthesized from isotropic test functions. FIGURES 1 and 2 show strong angular
structure even in many gray matter and CSF voxels. However, the simulation results
show that this structure is likely to be spurious and not to reflect genuine anatomic
structure. We can only believe the structure suggested by the PAS or ODF in areas
of the brain where we see consistent angular structure over an extended region of
neighboring voxels, such as we see from PASMRI in the pons region of the test data.
In diffusion-tensor MRI, we can reject fiber orientation estimates from the principal
FIGURE 13. Sixteen independent examples of the PAS (top) and ODF (bottom) recon-
structed from p3 for each of various values of the angle, α, of rotation of D2 about the z-axis.
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eigenvector by putting a threshold on the anisotropy of the diffusion tensor. However,
the simple generalization of this technique for multiple-fiber reconstructions fails.
At S = 16, the spherical variance of the ODF reconstructed from p3 using q-ball has
a mean of 0.109 with a standard deviation of 0.009; for p2, the mean is 0.153 and the
standard deviation is 0.010. For p4 and p0, the means and standard deviations are
(0.030, 0.005) and (0.027, 0.007), respectively. Reliable methods to distinguish sets
of measurements from isotropic and genuinely anisotropic p are an active area of
research that will prove instrumental in the future success of multiple-fiber recon-
struction algorithms. The voxel-classification algorithm in reference 13 is one tech-
nique that can distinguish isotropic and anisotropic voxels; entropy statistics28 and
high-order moments29 are other possibilities.
The PASMRI algorithm appears to reconstruct directions more consistently than
q-ball. The simulation results described above show that q-ball requires a moderate
improvement in data quality to match the performance of PASMRI at reconstructing
principal directions: we either increase S by 50% or double the number of measure-
ments, N. However, the simulations suggest that PASMRI will always resolve some
borderline cases that q-ball cannot. Preliminary experiments with deconvolution
methods (not shown) suggest that the basic implementation described in reference 21
produces more false-positive directions than both PASMRI and q-ball. Further
experiments will compare the techniques more completely.
The PASMRI and q-ball algorithms have two fundamental differences that may
account for the differences in performance: the two algorithms determine different
features of p and they use different kinds of representations for the reconstructed
function. Preliminary experiments with the linear version of PASMRI, outlined
above, suggest that performance suffers if we use a linear basis in place of the
maximum-entropy representation, which can express peaks more precisely. This
suggests further that we may improve deconvolution methods and methods that
determine the ODF by using an appropriate nonlinear basis.
We have concentrated on extracting a discrete number of fiber orientation estimates
from the PAS, ODF, or FOD. However, these features of p potentially reveal more
information about the tissue architecture. The theoretical models that underlie the cur-
rent techniques are a gross simplification of the true particle displacement processes
that take place in brain tissue, so any supposed relationship between these features
and the true distribution of white matter fibers would require very careful validation.
However, we can reasonably expect to derive simple features of the architecture
beyond the dominant fiber directions, such as the spread of fiber orientations about
the estimates and the fractions of fibers in each dominant direction. So far, we have
only scratched the surface of what we can learn from these reconstructions. Parker
and Alexander,30 for example, show that the Hessian of the PAS at the peaks is a
reliable predictor of the uncertainty in the peak directions. Further work is required
to investigate which features of the microstructure we can determine reliably.
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